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Amazing Low-Capital, 
High-Yield Investment 
Options in Nigeria 
(Number 3 is Wow!)7 Take it from me, those things don’t work. They only play to the ignorance of people.

Don’t fall for them. 

Basically, you’ll find two types of investment opportunities in Nigeria. 

       Long-term investments
       Short-term investments.

These two investment tenures can equally be classified into two:

      The high-risk investments.  
      The low-risk investments.

With concerns over the issues of security and the never-unstable Naira, you’d most 
likely be afraid to make ‘financial commitments’ towards investment. 

But I’d leave you to a reality: “Success is more about calculated risks than failure.”
However, you can’t lose your money if you truly understand a platform and its 
promises. 

You can only lose money when you fail to understand the principles guiding a 
business or believing in unrealistic promises like... 

Get over 1500% Return on Investment in just one week.

It might interest you to understand the type and tenure of any investment venture 
before putting your money into it. 

High Risk and Short Term Investment packages are what most people normally fall 
into and most times, they get burnt.
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Making money through investment is primarily the function of the information 
you’ve been exposed to overtime. 

As a Nigerian, the majority of us didn’t grow up with systems that taught us about 
financial freedom through investments. 

This ebook would expose you to 7 investment opportunities in Nigeria and how you 
can go about them.

  Tip:  Make sure you look at number 3 critically. 

It is not an expert claim, we’ve done our research, But, feel free to make your 
investigations before investing in any investment listed here.

Here’s the fun part…

The financial investment opportunities you’ll find here don’t necessarily require your 
physical presence. 

All you need is just to invest a share of your income and see it grow over time
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How To Invest 
In Nigeria



CMO, HouseAfrica
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In certain industries, you can only start seeing your ROI within a year. 

Check the pyramid stories of Ponzi schemes over the last 4 years in Nigeria and 
gauge the reasons why they folded within a few years (sometimes even months).

Regarding what to invest in, in Nigeria, you have two options: Passive and Active 
Investments. 

Active Investments

These are the kinds of investments that mostly need your physical presence, 
investments like setting up a physical store, becoming a business partner and all 
that.

Passive Investments

These are investments that do not require your physical presence - investments like 
treasury bills, fixed deposits buying stocks, etc.

Note:
The best investments are usually Long Term Investments
Try as much as possible to avoid putting your money in any “popular and untrusted” 
no value-backed investments.

Before you select any of the investment plans below please do your proper 
searches on them. 

1. The Custodian Life Time Harvest

This passive savings investment idea is certainly considered one of the best 
investment opportunities in Nigeria for low-income earners. 

All you need is to save a small portion of your income either monthly, quarterly, 
half-year, or yearly.

The benefits of this investment package are;

   It comes with Insurance (If the breadwinner of the family dies, the family    
   gets compensated with a huge sum of money. In the effect of an accident     
   on the investment holder, the person gets medical benefits up to millions of  
   Naira.
   This investment package can be used as a loan collateral
   Minimum savings of 5,000 Naira monthly
   Tax deduction (The investment holder is given a tax relief 
   from the government)
   The payout is done every three years (Minimum of 70% of your money)
   Capital is safe and secured with an interest rate of 18%

This is suitable for people who are looking to develop a good savings habit, and 
people with children looking for family protection.
 
2. The ARM Mutual Funds

It is one of the best investment opportunities in Nigeria for low-income earners. 
Just in case you wish to invest in mutual funds that have zero risk and great 
interest potentials, then the ARM mutual funds are for you.

The Benefits of the ARM Mutual Funds are;

    Minimum capital of 5,000 Naira
    You can add up to your account balance at will (Even for as low as 1000 Naira)
    The payout is done quarterly every year.
    An interest of 15.97%

It doesn’t come with insurance. So, in the eventuality of the death of the investor, 
your account balance is paid out to the indicated next of kin. 
Nothing extra is added to the balance. This is suitable for those who are looking at 
short-term goals.
 
3. HouseAfrica Real Estate Investment

Driven by its revolutionary and secure Blockchain technology, investments in 
HouseAfrica give you high long-term yield. 
 
HouseAfrica simplifies real estate ownership, allowing you to invest in land and 
other properties from anywhere in the world. 
 
Due to the growing population in the country, it has become one of the best 
investment opportunities in Nigeria.
 
Real estate isn’t just considered as one of the best investment opportunity, it’s also 
one of the most high-yield investments globally. 
 
The idea behind it is simple: you buy a decent but promising piece of real estate, 
rent it, or sell it as its value appreciates. 
 
And it always appreciates!
 
There are procedures that you can use to make this investment boom for you.
 
The majority of real estate investors are now taking over one of the most promising 
locations and buying all the lands and houses there. 
 
It is estimated that within the next 2 years, a piece of real estate bought would be 
sold at 3x the initial price. 
 

This is over a 500% increase in profit. 
 
Wise investors have seen Real Estate as one of the best high yield investments to 
multiply your money over a long period of time. 
 
The only downside of this high yield investment is that it takes time to mature and 
requires huge capital to start.
 
However, what if there is a real estate investment opportunity now that can pay you 
up to 7% in the first year of the investment?
 
One that would not require you to break the bank or borrow millions.
 
The best part of this real estate investment opportunity is that you can own shares 
in multiples properties all over Africa with just a click of a button.
 
HouseAfrica isn’t just a solution to the housing deficits most African city dwellers 
face, but a high return and low-risk investment platform for Africans.
 
The core belief system is that wealth creation is not for a “privileged few.”
 
It is built around the value-chain of “anyone anywhere can invest.”
 
By dividing property shares to as low as 10k/share, you now have the power to 
change your future. 
 
One: You can become a co-landlord. 
 
Two: You can earn rental returns (without actually building a house from ground up). 
 
Three: You can watch your investment skyrocket as a property you invested in grow 
in value. 
 
Features Of  HouseAfrica Real Estate Investment
 
Crowdfunded. Democratized Real Estate Ownership
HouseAfrica splits properties into shares (in square meters, SQM), recorded as 
digital units on Blockchain. Empowering you to own property shares from as low as 
�10k.
 

Predictable Rental Returns 
 
Owning shares in a property makes you a co-landlord. You’ll earn income as 
rents are paid.
 
Steady Capital Appreciation 
 
Over time, your initial investment increases as a property’s value grow. You’ll 
cashout higher capital after the agreed holding period.
 
Some Of The Benefits Of HouseAfrica Real Estate Investment
 
Your Investment is Protected

Each shared ownership is backed by the acquired property where our Security 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) Licensed Trustee holds and manages the 
property on behalf of all the investors.

The properties are held under individual Special Purpose Vehicles (SPV’s) and 
are separated from the assets and liabilities of HouseAfrica.

You Can Use Your Investment Portfolio As Collateral 
 
As a co-landlord, you can use the portfolio of the shares you have with 
HouseAfrica as a collateral to get loans, etc.

 4. FBN Market Funds
 
The First Bank Mutual funds are one the safest investment portfolio put 
together by the bank for those with little or no financial knowledge of how the 
market works.
This investment plan is one of the best investment opportunities in Nigeria 
for investors with short-term and medium goals. It has a low entry cost and a 
high return for investors.
 
Some of the benefits of this investment plans are;
      Low capital to start up. You can invest for as little as 10,000 Naira
      Investors pay no Withholding Tax on capital gains 
      Payout is quarterly
      No risk of capital loss (You would never lose your capital in this    
      investment)
      14% interest on capital.

 
5. Bank Fixed Deposit
 
This fixed deposit is an investment account whereby the investor agrees on a 
specific amount at an agreed tenor with an agreed interest rate. 
Once the agreed period is reached, the investment can either be re-invested 
or returned to the customer (liquidated) with the interest earned. 
It has certainly been one of the best investment opportunities in Nigeria for 
those who aren’t risk-takers.
 
Features of the fixed deposit account    
      It has a minimum of 30 days and a maximum of 360 days 
      for the investment period.
      The minimum opening balance is 100,000 Naira 
      (It depends on the investment house)       
      It has an attractive interest rate
      Anyone is free to operate this kind of account

6. UBA Money Market Deposit
 
This is one of the best Nigeria investment opportunities that have the ability 
to earn yields on short investments. 
It can come in a secured or non-secured format, depending on the preference 
of the investor.

The features of this investment scheme are;
       It can be open buyback or fixed buyback
       It can be secured or non-secured
       Funds and securities can be transferred simultaneously
       by both counterparts.

Benefits of this investment plan
It has a high opportunity to earn an increased yield on short-term 
investments
Liquidity can be created to meet short-term obligations
It is safe when an investor invests in secured plans and receives collateral.
 
 7. Treasury Bills
This is certainly one of the best investment options in Nigeria that have very 
little or no risk. 

In terms of high-yield, it doesn’t have much interest rate, due to how secured 
this investment portfolio is. 
They are short-term investment opportunities issued by the federal government of 
Nigeria via the Central bank to control the money supply and provide a sort of 
short-term funding for the government.

The CBN auctions Treasury Bills bi-weekly in tenors ranging from 91 – 364 days. A 
secondary market also exists for this secured investment in the money market. 

The money market comprises of banks and other financial institutions dealing in 
short-term instruments. 
When it comes to having a low-risk and high-yield investment option in Nigeria, 
Treasury Bills are considered the most secured

.
How it works
The real value of a treasury bill is given at a 10% discount during auctioning. Then 
when you invest in it, you stand to make the deducted 10% as your interest.

Let’s assume that a treasury bill is worth 10Million Naira. During auctions, it would 
be sold at 9.9 million Naira (10% deduction). 

When the time period matures, you would be paid the actual 10 Million(the original 
amount it was worth before). 
This means that you gained 10% extra on your investment.

So if you are looking for an investment option that can give you a guaranteed 10% 
increase on your capital without the fear of losing money, then you should do well to 
consider investing in the Treasury Bills

Treasury bills remain one of the investment opportunities in Nigeria to grow your 
income in a secure way. 

It doesn’t really have a high yield, but it should be considered an option.
Safety Use

Just like we mentioned earlier, you can secure your investments by taking time to 
understand the platform and its promises. 
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What To Invest 
In Nigeria

You can’t be ripped if you take the time to ask questions. 

Find out from people if such a scheme is legal and secure. 

Note:
Find out the legality of such a business.
Check out if the company is registered with the Corporate Affairs Commission of 
Nigeria. 
Check if they are insured.
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How To Invest In, 
In Nigeria
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Find out the legality of such a business.
Check out if the company is registered with the Corporate Affairs Commission of 
Nigeria. 
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By dividing property shares to as low as 10k/share, you now have the power to 
change your future. 
 
One: You can become a co-landlord. 
 
Two: You can earn rental returns (without actually building a house from ground up). 
 
Three: You can watch your investment skyrocket as a property you invested in grow 
in value. 
 
Features Of  HouseAfrica Real Estate Investment
 
Crowdfunded. Democratized Real Estate Ownership
HouseAfrica splits properties into shares (in square meters, SQM), recorded as 
digital units on Blockchain. Empowering you to own property shares from as low as 
�10k.
 

Predictable Rental Returns 
 
Owning shares in a property makes you a co-landlord. You’ll earn income as 
rents are paid.
 
Steady Capital Appreciation 
 
Over time, your initial investment increases as a property’s value grow. You’ll 
cashout higher capital after the agreed holding period.
 
Some Of The Benefits Of HouseAfrica Real Estate Investment
 
Your Investment is Protected

Each shared ownership is backed by the acquired property where our Security 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) Licensed Trustee holds and manages the 
property on behalf of all the investors.

The properties are held under individual Special Purpose Vehicles (SPV’s) and 
are separated from the assets and liabilities of HouseAfrica.

You Can Use Your Investment Portfolio As Collateral 
 
As a co-landlord, you can use the portfolio of the shares you have with 
HouseAfrica as a collateral to get loans, etc.

 4. FBN Market Funds
 
The First Bank Mutual funds are one the safest investment portfolio put 
together by the bank for those with little or no financial knowledge of how the 
market works.
This investment plan is one of the best investment opportunities in Nigeria 
for investors with short-term and medium goals. It has a low entry cost and a 
high return for investors.
 
Some of the benefits of this investment plans are;
      Low capital to start up. You can invest for as little as 10,000 Naira
      Investors pay no Withholding Tax on capital gains 
      Payout is quarterly
      No risk of capital loss (You would never lose your capital in this    
      investment)
      14% interest on capital.

 
5. Bank Fixed Deposit
 
This fixed deposit is an investment account whereby the investor agrees on a 
specific amount at an agreed tenor with an agreed interest rate. 
Once the agreed period is reached, the investment can either be re-invested 
or returned to the customer (liquidated) with the interest earned. 
It has certainly been one of the best investment opportunities in Nigeria for 
those who aren’t risk-takers.
 
Features of the fixed deposit account    
      It has a minimum of 30 days and a maximum of 360 days 
      for the investment period.
      The minimum opening balance is 100,000 Naira 
      (It depends on the investment house)       
      It has an attractive interest rate
      Anyone is free to operate this kind of account

6. UBA Money Market Deposit
 
This is one of the best Nigeria investment opportunities that have the ability 
to earn yields on short investments. 
It can come in a secured or non-secured format, depending on the preference 
of the investor.

The features of this investment scheme are;
       It can be open buyback or fixed buyback
       It can be secured or non-secured
       Funds and securities can be transferred simultaneously
       by both counterparts.

Benefits of this investment plan
It has a high opportunity to earn an increased yield on short-term 
investments
Liquidity can be created to meet short-term obligations
It is safe when an investor invests in secured plans and receives collateral.
 
 7. Treasury Bills
This is certainly one of the best investment options in Nigeria that have very 
little or no risk. 

In terms of high-yield, it doesn’t have much interest rate, due to how secured 
this investment portfolio is. 
They are short-term investment opportunities issued by the federal government of 
Nigeria via the Central bank to control the money supply and provide a sort of 
short-term funding for the government.

The CBN auctions Treasury Bills bi-weekly in tenors ranging from 91 – 364 days. A 
secondary market also exists for this secured investment in the money market. 

The money market comprises of banks and other financial institutions dealing in 
short-term instruments. 
When it comes to having a low-risk and high-yield investment option in Nigeria, 
Treasury Bills are considered the most secured

.
How it works
The real value of a treasury bill is given at a 10% discount during auctioning. Then 
when you invest in it, you stand to make the deducted 10% as your interest.

Let’s assume that a treasury bill is worth 10Million Naira. During auctions, it would 
be sold at 9.9 million Naira (10% deduction). 

When the time period matures, you would be paid the actual 10 Million(the original 
amount it was worth before). 
This means that you gained 10% extra on your investment.

So if you are looking for an investment option that can give you a guaranteed 10% 
increase on your capital without the fear of losing money, then you should do well to 
consider investing in the Treasury Bills

Treasury bills remain one of the investment opportunities in Nigeria to grow your 
income in a secure way. 

It doesn’t really have a high yield, but it should be considered an option.
Safety Use

Just like we mentioned earlier, you can secure your investments by taking time to 
understand the platform and its promises. 
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You can’t be ripped if you take the time to ask questions. 

Find out from people if such a scheme is legal and secure. 

Note:
Find out the legality of such a business.
Check out if the company is registered with the Corporate Affairs Commission of 
Nigeria. 
Check if they are insured.



Before you select any of the investment plans below please do your proper 
searches on them. 

1. The Custodian Life Time Harvest

This passive savings investment idea is certainly considered one of the best 
investment opportunities in Nigeria for low-income earners. 

All you need is to save a small portion of your income either monthly, quarterly, 
half-year, or yearly.

The benefits of this investment package are;

   It comes with Insurance (If the breadwinner of the family dies, the family    
   gets compensated with a huge sum of money. In the effect of an accident     
   on the investment holder, the person gets medical benefits up to millions of  
   Naira.
   This investment package can be used as a loan collateral
   Minimum savings of 5,000 Naira monthly
   Tax deduction (The investment holder is given a tax relief 
   from the government)
   The payout is done every three years (Minimum of 70% of your money)
   Capital is safe and secured with an interest rate of 18%

This is suitable for people who are looking to develop a good savings habit, and 
people with children looking for family protection.
 
2. The ARM Mutual Funds

It is one of the best investment opportunities in Nigeria for low-income earners. 
Just in case you wish to invest in mutual funds that have zero risk and great 
interest potentials, then the ARM mutual funds are for you.

The Benefits of the ARM Mutual Funds are;

    Minimum capital of 5,000 Naira
    You can add up to your account balance at will (Even for as low as 1000 Naira)
    The payout is done quarterly every year.
    An interest of 15.97%

It doesn’t come with insurance. So, in the eventuality of the death of the investor, 
your account balance is paid out to the indicated next of kin. 
Nothing extra is added to the balance. This is suitable for those who are looking at 
short-term goals.
 
3. HouseAfrica Real Estate Investment

Driven by its revolutionary and secure Blockchain technology, investments in 
HouseAfrica give you high long-term yield. 
 
HouseAfrica simplifies real estate ownership, allowing you to invest in land and 
other properties from anywhere in the world. 
 
Due to the growing population in the country, it has become one of the best 
investment opportunities in Nigeria.
 
Real estate isn’t just considered as one of the best investment opportunity, it’s also 
one of the most high-yield investments globally. 
 
The idea behind it is simple: you buy a decent but promising piece of real estate, 
rent it, or sell it as its value appreciates. 
 
And it always appreciates!
 
There are procedures that you can use to make this investment boom for you.
 
The majority of real estate investors are now taking over one of the most promising 
locations and buying all the lands and houses there. 
 
It is estimated that within the next 2 years, a piece of real estate bought would be 
sold at 3x the initial price. 
 

This is over a 500% increase in profit. 
 
Wise investors have seen Real Estate as one of the best high yield investments to 
multiply your money over a long period of time. 
 
The only downside of this high yield investment is that it takes time to mature and 
requires huge capital to start.
 
However, what if there is a real estate investment opportunity now that can pay you 
up to 7% in the first year of the investment?
 
One that would not require you to break the bank or borrow millions.
 
The best part of this real estate investment opportunity is that you can own shares 
in multiples properties all over Africa with just a click of a button.
 
HouseAfrica isn’t just a solution to the housing deficits most African city dwellers 
face, but a high return and low-risk investment platform for Africans.
 
The core belief system is that wealth creation is not for a “privileged few.”
 
It is built around the value-chain of “anyone anywhere can invest.”
 
By dividing property shares to as low as 10k/share, you now have the power to 
change your future. 
 
One: You can become a co-landlord. 
 
Two: You can earn rental returns (without actually building a house from ground up). 
 
Three: You can watch your investment skyrocket as a property you invested in grow 
in value. 
 
Features Of  HouseAfrica Real Estate Investment
 
Crowdfunded. Democratized Real Estate Ownership
HouseAfrica splits properties into shares (in square meters, SQM), recorded as 
digital units on Blockchain. Empowering you to own property shares from as low as 
�10k.
 

Predictable Rental Returns 
 
Owning shares in a property makes you a co-landlord. You’ll earn income as 
rents are paid.
 
Steady Capital Appreciation 
 
Over time, your initial investment increases as a property’s value grow. You’ll 
cashout higher capital after the agreed holding period.
 
Some Of The Benefits Of HouseAfrica Real Estate Investment
 
Your Investment is Protected

Each shared ownership is backed by the acquired property where our Security 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) Licensed Trustee holds and manages the 
property on behalf of all the investors.

The properties are held under individual Special Purpose Vehicles (SPV’s) and 
are separated from the assets and liabilities of HouseAfrica.

You Can Use Your Investment Portfolio As Collateral 
 
As a co-landlord, you can use the portfolio of the shares you have with 
HouseAfrica as a collateral to get loans, etc.

 4. FBN Market Funds
 
The First Bank Mutual funds are one the safest investment portfolio put 
together by the bank for those with little or no financial knowledge of how the 
market works.
This investment plan is one of the best investment opportunities in Nigeria 
for investors with short-term and medium goals. It has a low entry cost and a 
high return for investors.
 
Some of the benefits of this investment plans are;
      Low capital to start up. You can invest for as little as 10,000 Naira
      Investors pay no Withholding Tax on capital gains 
      Payout is quarterly
      No risk of capital loss (You would never lose your capital in this    
      investment)
      14% interest on capital.

 
5. Bank Fixed Deposit
 
This fixed deposit is an investment account whereby the investor agrees on a 
specific amount at an agreed tenor with an agreed interest rate. 
Once the agreed period is reached, the investment can either be re-invested 
or returned to the customer (liquidated) with the interest earned. 
It has certainly been one of the best investment opportunities in Nigeria for 
those who aren’t risk-takers.
 
Features of the fixed deposit account    
      It has a minimum of 30 days and a maximum of 360 days 
      for the investment period.
      The minimum opening balance is 100,000 Naira 
      (It depends on the investment house)       
      It has an attractive interest rate
      Anyone is free to operate this kind of account

6. UBA Money Market Deposit
 
This is one of the best Nigeria investment opportunities that have the ability 
to earn yields on short investments. 
It can come in a secured or non-secured format, depending on the preference 
of the investor.

The features of this investment scheme are;
       It can be open buyback or fixed buyback
       It can be secured or non-secured
       Funds and securities can be transferred simultaneously
       by both counterparts.

Benefits of this investment plan
It has a high opportunity to earn an increased yield on short-term 
investments
Liquidity can be created to meet short-term obligations
It is safe when an investor invests in secured plans and receives collateral.
 
 7. Treasury Bills
This is certainly one of the best investment options in Nigeria that have very 
little or no risk. 

In terms of high-yield, it doesn’t have much interest rate, due to how secured 
this investment portfolio is. 
They are short-term investment opportunities issued by the federal government of 
Nigeria via the Central bank to control the money supply and provide a sort of 
short-term funding for the government.

The CBN auctions Treasury Bills bi-weekly in tenors ranging from 91 – 364 days. A 
secondary market also exists for this secured investment in the money market. 

The money market comprises of banks and other financial institutions dealing in 
short-term instruments. 
When it comes to having a low-risk and high-yield investment option in Nigeria, 
Treasury Bills are considered the most secured

.
How it works
The real value of a treasury bill is given at a 10% discount during auctioning. Then 
when you invest in it, you stand to make the deducted 10% as your interest.

Let’s assume that a treasury bill is worth 10Million Naira. During auctions, it would 
be sold at 9.9 million Naira (10% deduction). 

When the time period matures, you would be paid the actual 10 Million(the original 
amount it was worth before). 
This means that you gained 10% extra on your investment.

So if you are looking for an investment option that can give you a guaranteed 10% 
increase on your capital without the fear of losing money, then you should do well to 
consider investing in the Treasury Bills

Treasury bills remain one of the investment opportunities in Nigeria to grow your 
income in a secure way. 

It doesn’t really have a high yield, but it should be considered an option.
Safety Use

Just like we mentioned earlier, you can secure your investments by taking time to 
understand the platform and its promises. 
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You can’t be ripped if you take the time to ask questions. 

Find out from people if such a scheme is legal and secure. 

Note:
Find out the legality of such a business.
Check out if the company is registered with the Corporate Affairs Commission of 
Nigeria. 
Check if they are insured.



7 Best Investment 
Opportunities In Nigeria

Before you select any of the investment plans below please do your proper 
searches on them. 

1. The Custodian Life Time Harvest

This passive savings investment idea is certainly considered one of the best 
investment opportunities in Nigeria for low-income earners. 

All you need is to save a small portion of your income either monthly, quarterly, 
half-year, or yearly.

The benefits of this investment package are;

   It comes with Insurance (If the breadwinner of the family dies, the family    
   gets compensated with a huge sum of money. In the effect of an accident     
   on the investment holder, the person gets medical benefits up to millions of  
   Naira.
   This investment package can be used as a loan collateral
   Minimum savings of 5,000 Naira monthly
   Tax deduction (The investment holder is given a tax relief 
   from the government)
   The payout is done every three years (Minimum of 70% of your money)
   Capital is safe and secured with an interest rate of 18%

This is suitable for people who are looking to develop a good savings habit, and 
people with children looking for family protection.
 
2. The ARM Mutual Funds

It is one of the best investment opportunities in Nigeria for low-income earners. 
Just in case you wish to invest in mutual funds that have zero risk and great 
interest potentials, then the ARM mutual funds are for you.

The Benefits of the ARM Mutual Funds are;

    Minimum capital of 5,000 Naira
    You can add up to your account balance at will (Even for as low as 1000 Naira)
    The payout is done quarterly every year.
    An interest of 15.97%

It doesn’t come with insurance. So, in the eventuality of the death of the investor, 
your account balance is paid out to the indicated next of kin. 
Nothing extra is added to the balance. This is suitable for those who are looking at 
short-term goals.
 
3. HouseAfrica Real Estate Investment

Driven by its revolutionary and secure Blockchain technology, investments in 
HouseAfrica give you high long-term yield. 
 
HouseAfrica simplifies real estate ownership, allowing you to invest in land and 
other properties from anywhere in the world. 
 
Due to the growing population in the country, it has become one of the best 
investment opportunities in Nigeria.
 
Real estate isn’t just considered as one of the best investment opportunity, it’s also 
one of the most high-yield investments globally. 
 
The idea behind it is simple: you buy a decent but promising piece of real estate, 
rent it, or sell it as its value appreciates. 
 
And it always appreciates!
 
There are procedures that you can use to make this investment boom for you.
 
The majority of real estate investors are now taking over one of the most promising 
locations and buying all the lands and houses there. 
 
It is estimated that within the next 2 years, a piece of real estate bought would be 
sold at 3x the initial price. 
 

This is over a 500% increase in profit. 
 
Wise investors have seen Real Estate as one of the best high yield investments to 
multiply your money over a long period of time. 
 
The only downside of this high yield investment is that it takes time to mature and 
requires huge capital to start.
 
However, what if there is a real estate investment opportunity now that can pay you 
up to 7% in the first year of the investment?
 
One that would not require you to break the bank or borrow millions.
 
The best part of this real estate investment opportunity is that you can own shares 
in multiples properties all over Africa with just a click of a button.
 
HouseAfrica isn’t just a solution to the housing deficits most African city dwellers 
face, but a high return and low-risk investment platform for Africans.
 
The core belief system is that wealth creation is not for a “privileged few.”
 
It is built around the value-chain of “anyone anywhere can invest.”
 
By dividing property shares to as low as 10k/share, you now have the power to 
change your future. 
 
One: You can become a co-landlord. 
 
Two: You can earn rental returns (without actually building a house from ground up). 
 
Three: You can watch your investment skyrocket as a property you invested in grow 
in value. 
 
Features Of  HouseAfrica Real Estate Investment
 
Crowdfunded. Democratized Real Estate Ownership
HouseAfrica splits properties into shares (in square meters, SQM), recorded as 
digital units on Blockchain. Empowering you to own property shares from as low as 
�10k.
 

Predictable Rental Returns 
 
Owning shares in a property makes you a co-landlord. You’ll earn income as 
rents are paid.
 
Steady Capital Appreciation 
 
Over time, your initial investment increases as a property’s value grow. You’ll 
cashout higher capital after the agreed holding period.
 
Some Of The Benefits Of HouseAfrica Real Estate Investment
 
Your Investment is Protected

Each shared ownership is backed by the acquired property where our Security 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) Licensed Trustee holds and manages the 
property on behalf of all the investors.

The properties are held under individual Special Purpose Vehicles (SPV’s) and 
are separated from the assets and liabilities of HouseAfrica.

You Can Use Your Investment Portfolio As Collateral 
 
As a co-landlord, you can use the portfolio of the shares you have with 
HouseAfrica as a collateral to get loans, etc.

 4. FBN Market Funds
 
The First Bank Mutual funds are one the safest investment portfolio put 
together by the bank for those with little or no financial knowledge of how the 
market works.
This investment plan is one of the best investment opportunities in Nigeria 
for investors with short-term and medium goals. It has a low entry cost and a 
high return for investors.
 
Some of the benefits of this investment plans are;
      Low capital to start up. You can invest for as little as 10,000 Naira
      Investors pay no Withholding Tax on capital gains 
      Payout is quarterly
      No risk of capital loss (You would never lose your capital in this    
      investment)
      14% interest on capital.

 
5. Bank Fixed Deposit
 
This fixed deposit is an investment account whereby the investor agrees on a 
specific amount at an agreed tenor with an agreed interest rate. 
Once the agreed period is reached, the investment can either be re-invested 
or returned to the customer (liquidated) with the interest earned. 
It has certainly been one of the best investment opportunities in Nigeria for 
those who aren’t risk-takers.
 
Features of the fixed deposit account    
      It has a minimum of 30 days and a maximum of 360 days 
      for the investment period.
      The minimum opening balance is 100,000 Naira 
      (It depends on the investment house)       
      It has an attractive interest rate
      Anyone is free to operate this kind of account

6. UBA Money Market Deposit
 
This is one of the best Nigeria investment opportunities that have the ability 
to earn yields on short investments. 
It can come in a secured or non-secured format, depending on the preference 
of the investor.

The features of this investment scheme are;
       It can be open buyback or fixed buyback
       It can be secured or non-secured
       Funds and securities can be transferred simultaneously
       by both counterparts.

Benefits of this investment plan
It has a high opportunity to earn an increased yield on short-term 
investments
Liquidity can be created to meet short-term obligations
It is safe when an investor invests in secured plans and receives collateral.
 
 7. Treasury Bills
This is certainly one of the best investment options in Nigeria that have very 
little or no risk. 

In terms of high-yield, it doesn’t have much interest rate, due to how secured 
this investment portfolio is. 
They are short-term investment opportunities issued by the federal government of 
Nigeria via the Central bank to control the money supply and provide a sort of 
short-term funding for the government.

The CBN auctions Treasury Bills bi-weekly in tenors ranging from 91 – 364 days. A 
secondary market also exists for this secured investment in the money market. 

The money market comprises of banks and other financial institutions dealing in 
short-term instruments. 
When it comes to having a low-risk and high-yield investment option in Nigeria, 
Treasury Bills are considered the most secured

.
How it works
The real value of a treasury bill is given at a 10% discount during auctioning. Then 
when you invest in it, you stand to make the deducted 10% as your interest.

Let’s assume that a treasury bill is worth 10Million Naira. During auctions, it would 
be sold at 9.9 million Naira (10% deduction). 

When the time period matures, you would be paid the actual 10 Million(the original 
amount it was worth before). 
This means that you gained 10% extra on your investment.

So if you are looking for an investment option that can give you a guaranteed 10% 
increase on your capital without the fear of losing money, then you should do well to 
consider investing in the Treasury Bills

Treasury bills remain one of the investment opportunities in Nigeria to grow your 
income in a secure way. 

It doesn’t really have a high yield, but it should be considered an option.
Safety Use

Just like we mentioned earlier, you can secure your investments by taking time to 
understand the platform and its promises. 
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You can’t be ripped if you take the time to ask questions. 

Find out from people if such a scheme is legal and secure. 

Note:
Find out the legality of such a business.
Check out if the company is registered with the Corporate Affairs Commission of 
Nigeria. 
Check if they are insured.



Before you select any of the investment plans below please do your proper 
searches on them. 

1. The Custodian Life Time Harvest

This passive savings investment idea is certainly considered one of the best 
investment opportunities in Nigeria for low-income earners. 

All you need is to save a small portion of your income either monthly, quarterly, 
half-year, or yearly.

The benefits of this investment package are;

   It comes with Insurance (If the breadwinner of the family dies, the family    
   gets compensated with a huge sum of money. In the effect of an accident     
   on the investment holder, the person gets medical benefits up to millions of  
   Naira.
   This investment package can be used as a loan collateral
   Minimum savings of 5,000 Naira monthly
   Tax deduction (The investment holder is given a tax relief 
   from the government)
   The payout is done every three years (Minimum of 70% of your money)
   Capital is safe and secured with an interest rate of 18%

This is suitable for people who are looking to develop a good savings habit, and 
people with children looking for family protection.
 
2. The ARM Mutual Funds

It is one of the best investment opportunities in Nigeria for low-income earners. 
Just in case you wish to invest in mutual funds that have zero risk and great 
interest potentials, then the ARM mutual funds are for you.

The Benefits of the ARM Mutual Funds are;

    Minimum capital of 5,000 Naira
    You can add up to your account balance at will (Even for as low as 1000 Naira)
    The payout is done quarterly every year.
    An interest of 15.97%

It doesn’t come with insurance. So, in the eventuality of the death of the investor, 
your account balance is paid out to the indicated next of kin. 
Nothing extra is added to the balance. This is suitable for those who are looking at 
short-term goals.
 
3. HouseAfrica Real Estate Investment

Driven by its revolutionary and secure Blockchain technology, investments in 
HouseAfrica give you high long-term yield. 
 
HouseAfrica simplifies real estate ownership, allowing you to invest in land and 
other properties from anywhere in the world. 
 
Due to the growing population in the country, it has become one of the best 
investment opportunities in Nigeria.
 
Real estate isn’t just considered as one of the best investment opportunity, it’s also 
one of the most high-yield investments globally. 
 
The idea behind it is simple: you buy a decent but promising piece of real estate, 
rent it, or sell it as its value appreciates. 
 
And it always appreciates!
 
There are procedures that you can use to make this investment boom for you.
 
The majority of real estate investors are now taking over one of the most promising 
locations and buying all the lands and houses there. 
 
It is estimated that within the next 2 years, a piece of real estate bought would be 
sold at 3x the initial price. 
 

This is over a 500% increase in profit. 
 
Wise investors have seen Real Estate as one of the best high yield investments to 
multiply your money over a long period of time. 
 
The only downside of this high yield investment is that it takes time to mature and 
requires huge capital to start.
 
However, what if there is a real estate investment opportunity now that can pay you 
up to 7% in the first year of the investment?
 
One that would not require you to break the bank or borrow millions.
 
The best part of this real estate investment opportunity is that you can own shares 
in multiples properties all over Africa with just a click of a button.
 
HouseAfrica isn’t just a solution to the housing deficits most African city dwellers 
face, but a high return and low-risk investment platform for Africans.
 
The core belief system is that wealth creation is not for a “privileged few.”
 
It is built around the value-chain of “anyone anywhere can invest.”
 
By dividing property shares to as low as 10k/share, you now have the power to 
change your future. 
 
One: You can become a co-landlord. 
 
Two: You can earn rental returns (without actually building a house from ground up). 
 
Three: You can watch your investment skyrocket as a property you invested in grow 
in value. 
 
Features Of  HouseAfrica Real Estate Investment
 
Crowdfunded. Democratized Real Estate Ownership
HouseAfrica splits properties into shares (in square meters, SQM), recorded as 
digital units on Blockchain. Empowering you to own property shares from as low as 
�10k.
 

Predictable Rental Returns 
 
Owning shares in a property makes you a co-landlord. You’ll earn income as 
rents are paid.
 
Steady Capital Appreciation 
 
Over time, your initial investment increases as a property’s value grow. You’ll 
cashout higher capital after the agreed holding period.
 
Some Of The Benefits Of HouseAfrica Real Estate Investment
 
Your Investment is Protected

Each shared ownership is backed by the acquired property where our Security 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) Licensed Trustee holds and manages the 
property on behalf of all the investors.

The properties are held under individual Special Purpose Vehicles (SPV’s) and 
are separated from the assets and liabilities of HouseAfrica.

You Can Use Your Investment Portfolio As Collateral 
 
As a co-landlord, you can use the portfolio of the shares you have with 
HouseAfrica as a collateral to get loans, etc.

 4. FBN Market Funds
 
The First Bank Mutual funds are one the safest investment portfolio put 
together by the bank for those with little or no financial knowledge of how the 
market works.
This investment plan is one of the best investment opportunities in Nigeria 
for investors with short-term and medium goals. It has a low entry cost and a 
high return for investors.
 
Some of the benefits of this investment plans are;
      Low capital to start up. You can invest for as little as 10,000 Naira
      Investors pay no Withholding Tax on capital gains 
      Payout is quarterly
      No risk of capital loss (You would never lose your capital in this    
      investment)
      14% interest on capital.

 
5. Bank Fixed Deposit
 
This fixed deposit is an investment account whereby the investor agrees on a 
specific amount at an agreed tenor with an agreed interest rate. 
Once the agreed period is reached, the investment can either be re-invested 
or returned to the customer (liquidated) with the interest earned. 
It has certainly been one of the best investment opportunities in Nigeria for 
those who aren’t risk-takers.
 
Features of the fixed deposit account    
      It has a minimum of 30 days and a maximum of 360 days 
      for the investment period.
      The minimum opening balance is 100,000 Naira 
      (It depends on the investment house)       
      It has an attractive interest rate
      Anyone is free to operate this kind of account

6. UBA Money Market Deposit
 
This is one of the best Nigeria investment opportunities that have the ability 
to earn yields on short investments. 
It can come in a secured or non-secured format, depending on the preference 
of the investor.

The features of this investment scheme are;
       It can be open buyback or fixed buyback
       It can be secured or non-secured
       Funds and securities can be transferred simultaneously
       by both counterparts.

Benefits of this investment plan
It has a high opportunity to earn an increased yield on short-term 
investments
Liquidity can be created to meet short-term obligations
It is safe when an investor invests in secured plans and receives collateral.
 
 7. Treasury Bills
This is certainly one of the best investment options in Nigeria that have very 
little or no risk. 

In terms of high-yield, it doesn’t have much interest rate, due to how secured 
this investment portfolio is. 
They are short-term investment opportunities issued by the federal government of 
Nigeria via the Central bank to control the money supply and provide a sort of 
short-term funding for the government.

The CBN auctions Treasury Bills bi-weekly in tenors ranging from 91 – 364 days. A 
secondary market also exists for this secured investment in the money market. 

The money market comprises of banks and other financial institutions dealing in 
short-term instruments. 
When it comes to having a low-risk and high-yield investment option in Nigeria, 
Treasury Bills are considered the most secured

.
How it works
The real value of a treasury bill is given at a 10% discount during auctioning. Then 
when you invest in it, you stand to make the deducted 10% as your interest.

Let’s assume that a treasury bill is worth 10Million Naira. During auctions, it would 
be sold at 9.9 million Naira (10% deduction). 

When the time period matures, you would be paid the actual 10 Million(the original 
amount it was worth before). 
This means that you gained 10% extra on your investment.

So if you are looking for an investment option that can give you a guaranteed 10% 
increase on your capital without the fear of losing money, then you should do well to 
consider investing in the Treasury Bills

Treasury bills remain one of the investment opportunities in Nigeria to grow your 
income in a secure way. 

It doesn’t really have a high yield, but it should be considered an option.
Safety Use

Just like we mentioned earlier, you can secure your investments by taking time to 
understand the platform and its promises. 
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You can’t be ripped if you take the time to ask questions. 

Find out from people if such a scheme is legal and secure. 

Note:
Find out the legality of such a business.
Check out if the company is registered with the Corporate Affairs Commission of 
Nigeria. 
Check if they are insured.



7 Best Investment 
Opportunities In Nigeria

Before you select any of the investment plans below please do your proper 
searches on them. 

1. The Custodian Life Time Harvest

This passive savings investment idea is certainly considered one of the best 
investment opportunities in Nigeria for low-income earners. 

All you need is to save a small portion of your income either monthly, quarterly, 
half-year, or yearly.

The benefits of this investment package are;

   It comes with Insurance (If the breadwinner of the family dies, the family    
   gets compensated with a huge sum of money. In the effect of an accident     
   on the investment holder, the person gets medical benefits up to millions of  
   Naira.
   This investment package can be used as a loan collateral
   Minimum savings of 5,000 Naira monthly
   Tax deduction (The investment holder is given a tax relief 
   from the government)
   The payout is done every three years (Minimum of 70% of your money)
   Capital is safe and secured with an interest rate of 18%

This is suitable for people who are looking to develop a good savings habit, and 
people with children looking for family protection.
 
2. The ARM Mutual Funds

It is one of the best investment opportunities in Nigeria for low-income earners. 
Just in case you wish to invest in mutual funds that have zero risk and great 
interest potentials, then the ARM mutual funds are for you.

The Benefits of the ARM Mutual Funds are;

    Minimum capital of 5,000 Naira
    You can add up to your account balance at will (Even for as low as 1000 Naira)
    The payout is done quarterly every year.
    An interest of 15.97%

It doesn’t come with insurance. So, in the eventuality of the death of the investor, 
your account balance is paid out to the indicated next of kin. 
Nothing extra is added to the balance. This is suitable for those who are looking at 
short-term goals.
 
3. HouseAfrica Real Estate Investment

Driven by its revolutionary and secure Blockchain technology, investments in 
HouseAfrica give you high long-term yield. 
 
HouseAfrica simplifies real estate ownership, allowing you to invest in land and 
other properties from anywhere in the world. 
 
Due to the growing population in the country, it has become one of the best 
investment opportunities in Nigeria.
 
Real estate isn’t just considered as one of the best investment opportunity, it’s also 
one of the most high-yield investments globally. 
 
The idea behind it is simple: you buy a decent but promising piece of real estate, 
rent it, or sell it as its value appreciates. 
 
And it always appreciates!
 
There are procedures that you can use to make this investment boom for you.
 
The majority of real estate investors are now taking over one of the most promising 
locations and buying all the lands and houses there. 
 
It is estimated that within the next 2 years, a piece of real estate bought would be 
sold at 3x the initial price. 
 

This is over a 500% increase in profit. 
 
Wise investors have seen Real Estate as one of the best high yield investments to 
multiply your money over a long period of time. 
 
The only downside of this high yield investment is that it takes time to mature and 
requires huge capital to start.
 
However, what if there is a real estate investment opportunity now that can pay you 
up to 7% in the first year of the investment?
 
One that would not require you to break the bank or borrow millions.
 
The best part of this real estate investment opportunity is that you can own shares 
in multiples properties all over Africa with just a click of a button.
 
HouseAfrica isn’t just a solution to the housing deficits most African city dwellers 
face, but a high return and low-risk investment platform for Africans.
 
The core belief system is that wealth creation is not for a “privileged few.”
 
It is built around the value-chain of “anyone anywhere can invest.”
 
By dividing property shares to as low as 10k/share, you now have the power to 
change your future. 
 
One: You can become a co-landlord. 
 
Two: You can earn rental returns (without actually building a house from ground up). 
 
Three: You can watch your investment skyrocket as a property you invested in grow 
in value. 
 
Features Of  HouseAfrica Real Estate Investment
 
Crowdfunded. Democratized Real Estate Ownership
HouseAfrica splits properties into shares (in square meters, SQM), recorded as 
digital units on Blockchain. Empowering you to own property shares from as low as 
�10k.
 

Predictable Rental Returns 
 
Owning shares in a property makes you a co-landlord. You’ll earn income as 
rents are paid.
 
Steady Capital Appreciation 
 
Over time, your initial investment increases as a property’s value grow. You’ll 
cashout higher capital after the agreed holding period.
 
Some Of The Benefits Of HouseAfrica Real Estate Investment
 
Your Investment is Protected

Each shared ownership is backed by the acquired property where our Security 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) Licensed Trustee holds and manages the 
property on behalf of all the investors.

The properties are held under individual Special Purpose Vehicles (SPV’s) and 
are separated from the assets and liabilities of HouseAfrica.

You Can Use Your Investment Portfolio As Collateral 
 
As a co-landlord, you can use the portfolio of the shares you have with 
HouseAfrica as a collateral to get loans, etc.

 4. FBN Market Funds
 
The First Bank Mutual funds are one the safest investment portfolio put 
together by the bank for those with little or no financial knowledge of how the 
market works.
This investment plan is one of the best investment opportunities in Nigeria 
for investors with short-term and medium goals. It has a low entry cost and a 
high return for investors.
 
Some of the benefits of this investment plans are;
      Low capital to start up. You can invest for as little as 10,000 Naira
      Investors pay no Withholding Tax on capital gains 
      Payout is quarterly
      No risk of capital loss (You would never lose your capital in this    
      investment)
      14% interest on capital.

 
5. Bank Fixed Deposit
 
This fixed deposit is an investment account whereby the investor agrees on a 
specific amount at an agreed tenor with an agreed interest rate. 
Once the agreed period is reached, the investment can either be re-invested 
or returned to the customer (liquidated) with the interest earned. 
It has certainly been one of the best investment opportunities in Nigeria for 
those who aren’t risk-takers.
 
Features of the fixed deposit account    
      It has a minimum of 30 days and a maximum of 360 days 
      for the investment period.
      The minimum opening balance is 100,000 Naira 
      (It depends on the investment house)       
      It has an attractive interest rate
      Anyone is free to operate this kind of account

6. UBA Money Market Deposit
 
This is one of the best Nigeria investment opportunities that have the ability 
to earn yields on short investments. 
It can come in a secured or non-secured format, depending on the preference 
of the investor.

The features of this investment scheme are;
       It can be open buyback or fixed buyback
       It can be secured or non-secured
       Funds and securities can be transferred simultaneously
       by both counterparts.

Benefits of this investment plan
It has a high opportunity to earn an increased yield on short-term 
investments
Liquidity can be created to meet short-term obligations
It is safe when an investor invests in secured plans and receives collateral.
 
 7. Treasury Bills
This is certainly one of the best investment options in Nigeria that have very 
little or no risk. 

In terms of high-yield, it doesn’t have much interest rate, due to how secured 
this investment portfolio is. 
They are short-term investment opportunities issued by the federal government of 
Nigeria via the Central bank to control the money supply and provide a sort of 
short-term funding for the government.

The CBN auctions Treasury Bills bi-weekly in tenors ranging from 91 – 364 days. A 
secondary market also exists for this secured investment in the money market. 

The money market comprises of banks and other financial institutions dealing in 
short-term instruments. 
When it comes to having a low-risk and high-yield investment option in Nigeria, 
Treasury Bills are considered the most secured

.
How it works
The real value of a treasury bill is given at a 10% discount during auctioning. Then 
when you invest in it, you stand to make the deducted 10% as your interest.

Let’s assume that a treasury bill is worth 10Million Naira. During auctions, it would 
be sold at 9.9 million Naira (10% deduction). 

When the time period matures, you would be paid the actual 10 Million(the original 
amount it was worth before). 
This means that you gained 10% extra on your investment.

So if you are looking for an investment option that can give you a guaranteed 10% 
increase on your capital without the fear of losing money, then you should do well to 
consider investing in the Treasury Bills

Treasury bills remain one of the investment opportunities in Nigeria to grow your 
income in a secure way. 

It doesn’t really have a high yield, but it should be considered an option.
Safety Use

Just like we mentioned earlier, you can secure your investments by taking time to 
understand the platform and its promises. 
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You can’t be ripped if you take the time to ask questions. 

Find out from people if such a scheme is legal and secure. 

Note:
Find out the legality of such a business.
Check out if the company is registered with the Corporate Affairs Commission of 
Nigeria. 
Check if they are insured.



Before you select any of the investment plans below please do your proper 
searches on them. 

1. The Custodian Life Time Harvest

This passive savings investment idea is certainly considered one of the best 
investment opportunities in Nigeria for low-income earners. 

All you need is to save a small portion of your income either monthly, quarterly, 
half-year, or yearly.

The benefits of this investment package are;

   It comes with Insurance (If the breadwinner of the family dies, the family    
   gets compensated with a huge sum of money. In the effect of an accident     
   on the investment holder, the person gets medical benefits up to millions of  
   Naira.
   This investment package can be used as a loan collateral
   Minimum savings of 5,000 Naira monthly
   Tax deduction (The investment holder is given a tax relief 
   from the government)
   The payout is done every three years (Minimum of 70% of your money)
   Capital is safe and secured with an interest rate of 18%

This is suitable for people who are looking to develop a good savings habit, and 
people with children looking for family protection.
 
2. The ARM Mutual Funds

It is one of the best investment opportunities in Nigeria for low-income earners. 
Just in case you wish to invest in mutual funds that have zero risk and great 
interest potentials, then the ARM mutual funds are for you.

The Benefits of the ARM Mutual Funds are;

    Minimum capital of 5,000 Naira
    You can add up to your account balance at will (Even for as low as 1000 Naira)
    The payout is done quarterly every year.
    An interest of 15.97%

It doesn’t come with insurance. So, in the eventuality of the death of the investor, 
your account balance is paid out to the indicated next of kin. 
Nothing extra is added to the balance. This is suitable for those who are looking at 
short-term goals.
 
3. HouseAfrica Real Estate Investment

Driven by its revolutionary and secure Blockchain technology, investments in 
HouseAfrica give you high long-term yield. 
 
HouseAfrica simplifies real estate ownership, allowing you to invest in land and 
other properties from anywhere in the world. 
 
Due to the growing population in the country, it has become one of the best 
investment opportunities in Nigeria.
 
Real estate isn’t just considered as one of the best investment opportunity, it’s also 
one of the most high-yield investments globally. 
 
The idea behind it is simple: you buy a decent but promising piece of real estate, 
rent it, or sell it as its value appreciates. 
 
And it always appreciates!
 
There are procedures that you can use to make this investment boom for you.
 
The majority of real estate investors are now taking over one of the most promising 
locations and buying all the lands and houses there. 
 
It is estimated that within the next 2 years, a piece of real estate bought would be 
sold at 3x the initial price. 
 

This is over a 500% increase in profit. 
 
Wise investors have seen Real Estate as one of the best high yield investments to 
multiply your money over a long period of time. 
 
The only downside of this high yield investment is that it takes time to mature and 
requires huge capital to start.
 
However, what if there is a real estate investment opportunity now that can pay you 
up to 7% in the first year of the investment?
 
One that would not require you to break the bank or borrow millions.
 
The best part of this real estate investment opportunity is that you can own shares 
in multiples properties all over Africa with just a click of a button.
 
HouseAfrica isn’t just a solution to the housing deficits most African city dwellers 
face, but a high return and low-risk investment platform for Africans.
 
The core belief system is that wealth creation is not for a “privileged few.”
 
It is built around the value-chain of “anyone anywhere can invest.”
 
By dividing property shares to as low as 10k/share, you now have the power to 
change your future. 
 
One: You can become a co-landlord. 
 
Two: You can earn rental returns (without actually building a house from ground up). 
 
Three: You can watch your investment skyrocket as a property you invested in grow 
in value. 
 
Features Of  HouseAfrica Real Estate Investment
 
Crowdfunded. Democratized Real Estate Ownership
HouseAfrica splits properties into shares (in square meters, SQM), recorded as 
digital units on Blockchain. Empowering you to own property shares from as low as 
�10k.
 

Predictable Rental Returns 
 
Owning shares in a property makes you a co-landlord. You’ll earn income as 
rents are paid.
 
Steady Capital Appreciation 
 
Over time, your initial investment increases as a property’s value grow. You’ll 
cashout higher capital after the agreed holding period.
 
Some Of The Benefits Of HouseAfrica Real Estate Investment
 
Your Investment is Protected

Each shared ownership is backed by the acquired property where our Security 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) Licensed Trustee holds and manages the 
property on behalf of all the investors.

The properties are held under individual Special Purpose Vehicles (SPV’s) and 
are separated from the assets and liabilities of HouseAfrica.

You Can Use Your Investment Portfolio As Collateral 
 
As a co-landlord, you can use the portfolio of the shares you have with 
HouseAfrica as a collateral to get loans, etc.

 4. FBN Market Funds
 
The First Bank Mutual funds are one the safest investment portfolio put 
together by the bank for those with little or no financial knowledge of how the 
market works.
This investment plan is one of the best investment opportunities in Nigeria 
for investors with short-term and medium goals. It has a low entry cost and a 
high return for investors.
 
Some of the benefits of this investment plans are;
      Low capital to start up. You can invest for as little as 10,000 Naira
      Investors pay no Withholding Tax on capital gains 
      Payout is quarterly
      No risk of capital loss (You would never lose your capital in this    
      investment)
      14% interest on capital.

 
5. Bank Fixed Deposit
 
This fixed deposit is an investment account whereby the investor agrees on a 
specific amount at an agreed tenor with an agreed interest rate. 
Once the agreed period is reached, the investment can either be re-invested 
or returned to the customer (liquidated) with the interest earned. 
It has certainly been one of the best investment opportunities in Nigeria for 
those who aren’t risk-takers.
 
Features of the fixed deposit account    
      It has a minimum of 30 days and a maximum of 360 days 
      for the investment period.
      The minimum opening balance is 100,000 Naira 
      (It depends on the investment house)       
      It has an attractive interest rate
      Anyone is free to operate this kind of account

6. UBA Money Market Deposit
 
This is one of the best Nigeria investment opportunities that have the ability 
to earn yields on short investments. 
It can come in a secured or non-secured format, depending on the preference 
of the investor.

The features of this investment scheme are;
       It can be open buyback or fixed buyback
       It can be secured or non-secured
       Funds and securities can be transferred simultaneously
       by both counterparts.

Benefits of this investment plan
It has a high opportunity to earn an increased yield on short-term 
investments
Liquidity can be created to meet short-term obligations
It is safe when an investor invests in secured plans and receives collateral.
 
 7. Treasury Bills
This is certainly one of the best investment options in Nigeria that have very 
little or no risk. 

In terms of high-yield, it doesn’t have much interest rate, due to how secured 
this investment portfolio is. 
They are short-term investment opportunities issued by the federal government of 
Nigeria via the Central bank to control the money supply and provide a sort of 
short-term funding for the government.

The CBN auctions Treasury Bills bi-weekly in tenors ranging from 91 – 364 days. A 
secondary market also exists for this secured investment in the money market. 

The money market comprises of banks and other financial institutions dealing in 
short-term instruments. 
When it comes to having a low-risk and high-yield investment option in Nigeria, 
Treasury Bills are considered the most secured

.
How it works
The real value of a treasury bill is given at a 10% discount during auctioning. Then 
when you invest in it, you stand to make the deducted 10% as your interest.

Let’s assume that a treasury bill is worth 10Million Naira. During auctions, it would 
be sold at 9.9 million Naira (10% deduction). 

When the time period matures, you would be paid the actual 10 Million(the original 
amount it was worth before). 
This means that you gained 10% extra on your investment.

So if you are looking for an investment option that can give you a guaranteed 10% 
increase on your capital without the fear of losing money, then you should do well to 
consider investing in the Treasury Bills

Treasury bills remain one of the investment opportunities in Nigeria to grow your 
income in a secure way. 

It doesn’t really have a high yield, but it should be considered an option.
Safety Use

Just like we mentioned earlier, you can secure your investments by taking time to 
understand the platform and its promises. 
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You can’t be ripped if you take the time to ask questions. 

Find out from people if such a scheme is legal and secure. 

Note:
Find out the legality of such a business.
Check out if the company is registered with the Corporate Affairs Commission of 
Nigeria. 
Check if they are insured.


